In this paper, we propose a partition-masked Convolution Neural Network (CNN) to achieve compressed-video enhancement for the state-of-the-art coding standard, High Efficiency Video Coding (HECV). More precisely, our method utilizes the partition information produced by the encoder to guide the quality enhancement process. In contrast to existing CNN-based approaches, which only take the decoded frame as the input to the CNN, the proposed approach considers the coding unit (CU) size information and combines it with the distorted decoded frame such that the degradation introduced by HEVC is reduced more efficiently. Experimental results show that our approach leads to over 9.76% BD-rate saving on benchmark sequences, which achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
. Overview of the proposed framework.
pressed images and videos. [6] designed a CNN to replace the loop filter [7, 8] in HEVC. [3] developed an Artifacts Reduction CNN (ARCNN) built upon [9] , which reduces the JPEG compression artifacts. Following [3] , [4] and [5] proposed a Variable-filter-size Residual-learning CNN (VR-CNN) and a Quality Enhancement CNN (QECNN) respectively as post-processing techniques to further improve the quality of the compressed videos in HEVC. However, existing works only consider the appearance of input coding units (CUs) or frames, while the partition variations in different CUs and frames are neglected. In practice, since the partition information (e.g., 16×16, 8×8) is introduced by the blockwise processing and quantization of HEVC, this indicates the source of visual compression artifacts. Thus, we use the partition information to effectively guide the quality enhancement process performed by CNN.
To this end, we propose a novel approach which first derives a carefully designed mask from a frame's partition information, and then uses it to guide the quality enhancement process of the decoded frame through a double-input CNN. As a result, the visual quality of HEVC-compressed videos can be more properly improved under the same bit rate. The diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 . In summary, our contributions are 3 folds:
1. We develop a novel framework that utilizes the partition information to guide the CNN-based quality enhancement process in HEVC, where a mask derived from a decoded frame's partition information is fused with this decoded frame through a double-input CNN to accomplish quality enhancement. 2. Under this framework, we systematically investigate different mask generation and mask-frame fusion methods and find the best strategies. We also demonstrate that our approach is general and can be integrated into the existing HEVC compressed-video enhancement methods to further improve their performances. 3. We establish a large-scale dataset which contains 202,251 training samples for training reliable compressed-video enhancement models. This dataset will be made publicly available to facilitate further research.
OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH
The framework of our approach is shown in Fig. 1 . Each decoded frame and its corresponding mask, which is generated using the frame's partition information (cf. mask generation in Fig. 1 ), are fed to a double-input CNN. Inside this CNN, the features of the mask and decoded frame are first extracted through two individual streams and then fused into one (cf. mask-frame fusion). The rest layers of the double-input CNN perform the feature enhancement, mapping, reconstruction, and output the quality-enhanced decoded frame.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we first discuss the key components of our approach -mask generation and mask-frame fusion strategies. Then, we describe the proposed double-input CNN.
Mask generation and mask-frame fusion strategies
Since the block-wise transform and quantization are performed in HEVC during encoding, the quality degradation of compressed frames is highly related to the coding unit splitting. Thus, the partition information contains useful clues for eliminating the artifacts present during the encoding. Considering this, we design a mask based on the partition information of CUs to guide the quality enhancement process. Generation of the mask. We introduce two strategies to generate masks from an HEVC-encoded frame's partition information:
• Mean-based mask (MM). We fill each partition block in a frame with the mean value of all decoded pixels inside this partition. An example of a generated mean-based mask is shown in Fig. 2b . As we can see that the different partition blocks are properly displayed in the mask.
In this way, when we fuse it with the decoded frame during the enhancement process, it can effectively distinguish different partition modes and reduce the compression artifacts more effectively.
• Boundary-based mask (BM). We also introduce a boundary-based mask generation strategy.
In this boundary-based mask, the boundary pixels between partitions are filled with value 1 and the rest non-boundary pixels are filled with value 0, as shown in Fig. 2c . The width of the boundary is set to 2.
Mask-frame fusion strategies. As we mentioned in Section 2, the mask is fed to CNN and integrated with its corresponding decoded image to get the fused feature maps. We also introduce three strategies to fuse the information of a decoded frame and its corresponding mask:
• Add-based fusion (AF). As shown in Fig. 3a , we first extract the feature maps of the mask using CNN and then combine it with the feature maps of the input frame using element-wise add layer.
• Concatenate-based fusion (CF). We concatenate the mask and frame as the input to the CNN. Then the twochannel image is fed to CNN directly as shown in Fig.  3b .
• Early fusion (EF). We extract the features of mask only using three convolutional layers and integrate it into the network as shown in Fig. 3c .
Double-input convolutional neural network
The proposed double-input convolutional neural network integrates partition information with add-based fusion strategy and enhances the quality of compressed frames. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 4a . This CNN contains two streams in the feature extracting stage so as to extract features for the decoded frame and its corresponding mask, respectively. Each residual block [10, 11, 12] in the feature extracting stage has two convolutional layers with 3×3 kernels and 64 feature maps, followed by batch-normalization [13] layers and ReLu activation functions. Then, the feature maps of the mask and decoded frame are fused by the add-based fusion strategy and are fed to the rest three convolutional layers. These three layers with 3×3 kernels and 64 feature maps are utilized for feature enhancement, mapping, and reconstruction as described by [3] . When training the network, the Mean Squared Error between the original raw frame and the CNN output is used as the loss function. Compared with the existing compressed video enhancement methods [4, 5] , our network has two differences: (1) We introduce two stream inputs to include both the decoded frame and the partition information. (2) We use a residual architecture to perform the feature extraction. The deep residual stream can capture the feature of input in a more distinctive and stable way.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset & experimental settings
Dataset. In order to construct a reliable double-input CNN, we establish a large-scale dataset. The dataset is derived from 600 video clips with various resolutions. Fig. 4b shows some snapshots of the video clips. All raw video clips are encoded by HM-16.0 at Low-delay P [14] at QP=22, 27, 32, and 37. In each raw clip and its compressed clip, we randomly select 3 raw frames and the corresponding decoded frames to form 3 training frame pairs. For each frame pair, we divide them into 64×64 sub-images without overlap resulting 202,251 sub-image pairs.
Experimental settings. We implement the proposed model using TensorFlow [15] . During training, we use a mini- batch size of 32. We start with a learning rate of 1e-04, decay the learning rate with a power of 10 at the 20th epochs, and terminate training at 40 epochs. An individual CNN is trained for each QP. In order to save training time, we first train the double-input CNN at QP=37 from scratch and the other networks at QP=32, 27, 22 are fine-tuned from it.
During the evaluation, we test our trained model on 20 benchmark sequences from the common test conditions of HEVC [16] . The performance of quality enhancement is measured by PSNR improvement (∆PSNR) and the Rate-distortion performance is measured by the Bjontegaard Distortion-rates (BD-rate) [17] savings over HM-16.0 baseline. Similar to existing works, the performances on Ychannel are evaluated in our experiments. Table 1 compares the performance of different mask generation and mask-frame fusion strategies described in Section 3.1. In Table 1 , 1-in represents a single-input baseline of our approach where the mask-flow input is deleted from the framework of Fig. 4a ; 2-in+MM+AF represents our doubleinput CNN using the mean-based mask and add-based fusion strategy. Note that the performances of all methods are evaluated by the PSNR gain over HM-16.0 baseline at QP=37. From Table 1 , we can have the following observations: 1. When looking at different mask generation strategies, the boundary-based mask strategy (2-in+BM+AF) cannot provide noticeable improvement (0.08 dB over 1-in). This is because only marking boundary pixels in a mask is less effective in highlighting the partition modes in a frame. Comparatively, the mean-based mask (2-in+MM+AF) can obtain more obvious PSNR improvement (0.15 dB over 1-in). This indicates its effectiveness in capturing the partition modes in a frame. 2. As for mask-frame fusion strategies, the add-fusion strategy (2-in+MM+AF) can obtain a large PSNR gain of 0.4 dB. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed fusion strategy. Comparatively, the concatenate-fusion (2-in+MM+CF) and early-fusion (2-in+MM+EF) strategies obtains fewer gains. This is probably because these fusion strategies are less compatible with the CNN model used in this paper. Their performances may be more obvious when combined with other CNN models. 3. The best performance is obtained when using meanbased mask and add-fusion (2-in+MM+AF), which can obtain over 0.15 dB improvement over single-input method. This indicates that when strategies are properly selected, introducing partition information is indeed useful to improve the quality of compressed videos. Table 2 : (1) VRCNN [4] which is a benchmark CNN-based compressed-video enhancement method; (2) QECNN-P [5] which is a state-ofthe-art compressed-video enhancement method for P frames in HEVC; (3) Our (1-in), which is the single input baseline of our approach; (4) VRCNN+MM+AF, which integrates our partition-mask-based approach into the existing VRCNN method; (5) Our (2-in+MM+AF), which is the full version of our approach with mean-based mask and add-based fusion. Note that in order to have a fair comparison, all methods are trained using the same dataset (i.e., our dataset) and evaluated under the same setting. From Table 2 , we can observe that:
Results on different mask generation & mask-frame fusion strategies.
Comparison with the existing methods
1. The full version of our approach (our+2-in+MM+AF) achieves the best performance overall the compared methods. Specifically, it can obtain over 9.76% BD-rate reduction from standard HEVC and 4% BD-rate reduction when compared with the state-of-the-art QECNN method. This clearly indicates the effectiveness of our partition-mask-based approach. 2. When integrating our partition-mask strategy, the VR-CNN+MM+AF can also obtain 3% BD-rate improvement over the original VRCNN method. This demonstrates that our partition-mask-based approach can be easily combined with the existing methods to provide further improved methods. 3. Our baseline single-input method (our+1-in) can also obtain satisfactory results when compared with the existing methods (VRCNN, QECNN-P). This implies that the baseline CNN model used in our approach is effective in handling the visual information of the input decoded frames.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel approach for enhancing compressed videos in HEVC. Our approach utilizes the partition information already existing in the bitstreams to design a mask and integrate it with the decoded image in CNN to guide the frame quality enhancement process. Experimental results show that our approach is more effective in handling the visual quality degradation introduced by HEVC encoder, and thus obtaining the best post-processing performance. Furthermore, it can also be applied to the existing compressed-video enhancement methods and bring further improvement.
